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20 Most Promising K12 Technology Solution Providers 2016

T

he K-12 education system today is adopting a blended
learning approach that inducts real-time and datadriven instructions into classroom teaching to ensure
all-round academic progress for students. These
redefining efforts in the K-12 space can be seen receiving buttress
from technological advancements which are transforming every
other vertical as well. Perhaps the most profound change K-12
has brought is “flipped classrooms” which has upended the
yesteryear’s entire education delivery model. Within the same
lane, another major diversion from the traditional model is the
move away from one-size-fits-all approach to embrace adaptive
learning.
At a time when mobility has taken the whole world by
storm, education too is seen transformed with the growing usage
of portable devices such as, tablets, smart phones and laptops.
Along with opening the opportunity to access education anytime, any-where, this trend also hits the spot with its notion of
being eco-friendly due to less paper usage.
From a teacher’s standpoint, tech-based student progress
monitoring has made it much easier, quicker and more accurate
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in assessing a student’s progress and devise suitable learning
programs. At the opposite end, new interactive education delivery
systems such as, gamified studies and augmented reality have
been proved to improve a student’s perception of concepts. And,
supporting all the above is cloud which makes education delivery
hassle free in the truest sense.
Taking the game to another level are the growing presence
of simulation and additive manufacturing which changed the
face of modern classrooms by affording life-like and first-hand
experience in testing and visualizing scientific concepts.
Viewing the promising future K-12 holds, numerous
companies are offering solutions to help institutions switch from
their traditional educational models, or enrich existing K-12
models. Through selections made by a distinguished panel of
CEOs, CIOs, VCs, analysts, and CIOReview’s editorial board,
below is the “20 Most Promising K-12 Technology Solution
Providers 2016”, listing the best vendors and consultants of key
technology solutions and services related to K-12.
We present to you CIOReview’s 20 Most Promising K-12
Technology Solution Providers 2016.
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Provides collaboration platform for school
districts to help them eliminate chronic
absenteeism and reduce truancy

20 MOST PROMISING

An annual listing of 20 companies that are at the forefront of providing
technology solutions for the K12 industry and impacting the marketplace
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RaaWee K12 Solutions
Solution to Preventing Chronic Absenteeism and
Truancy at Public Schools

O

ur education system is reliant
on students attending school.
Absenteeism results in lower
grades, lower self-esteem, dropping
out, giving up, and criminal activities.
Missing School affects the potential of
our children and in the end, our country.
According to a recent data released
by the Dept. of Education, 13 percent of
the students nationally were chronically
absent in 2013-2014 school year. That’s 1
in every 8 students missing more than 10
percent of the learning time. For several
hundreds of thousands, this percentage
for missing school is significantly higher.
It’s not that districts across the country
are not doing anything to improve student
attendance. From having specialized
departments to address truancy and
chronic absenteeism to having access to
social services programs to defining clear
cut policies, they apply several methods
to engage with students with attendance
challenges. And when you see the data,
one is forced to think, why is that?
Why do we still have 1 in every
8 students with less than 90
percent attendance?
Just like one cannot build
a house with just a hammer,
schools cannot counter absenteeism just with Student
Information Systems aka
SIS, which is currently being used primarily across
the country. SISs provide
extraordinary help for
the purpose that they are
built for, such as performance assessment, health
records,
demographics, taking attendance,
scheduling, enrollment,
etc. They do provide some
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reports related to district’s and site’s attendance, but none of the SIS provides
comprehensive capabilities that schools
need to prevent, detect, intervene, document and track chronic absenteeism
and truancy.

Chronic Absenteeism and Truancy
are Nation’s Hidden Education Crisis

It is common for schools to keep putting
efforts every year to encourage regular
attendance, because absenteeism is a
challenge that is renewed each year with
new student population or due to the
newer circumstances that are faced by the
students and families. In the absence of a
fully connected collaboration tool that is
specifically built to help schools prevent,
detect, intervene, document and track
absenteeism patterns, many times their
efforts do not bring the desired attendance
improvement goals to fruition.
After doing a lot of research and interviewing hundreds of practitioners across
the country, I recognized the need for
an enterprise software for districts,
the need for a comprehensive system
to help schools eliminate chronic
absenteeism and reduce truancy. And this triggered
the development of
RaaWee K12 Truancy
& Dropout Prevention
System (TDPS). This
is the only collaboration software for
absenteeism prevention available in the
whole nation which
is highly robust, extremely intuitive and
Saleem Qazi
fully customizable
for any district of
any size.

Districts that have started using
RaaWee K12 TDPS are already seeing
the benefits in using this technology from
the very first semester in use. Personally,
I get a huge sense of satisfaction when I
see these districts immensely enjoying
using TDPS and benefiting from it from
the get-go. TDPS has enabled them to
close the performance gaps amongst
students by encouraging them to attend
school regularly. With TDPS in place,
districts are able to increase the learning
time for students, increase their funding
associated to attendance improvement,
and are able to enhance their student and
family engagement strategies with lesser
resources at a much lower cost.

The positive outcomes of
implementing this very
simple collaboration tool
are extraordinary: good
grades, self-confidence,
skills development, positive
contribution to society
Beneficiaries of RaaWee K12 TDPS
are Students, Families, School Districts,
Communities, Cities, and our Country.
The
positive
outcomes
of
implementing
this
very
simple
collaboration tool are extraordinary:
good grades, self-confidence, skills
development,
positive
contribution
to society. Becoming Entrepreneurs,
Teachers,
Engineers,
Architects,
Doctors, Pharmacists, Lawyers, Law
enforcers, Inventors, and the possibilities
become infinite.
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